The de novo assembly of genomes and transcriptomes from short sequences is a challenging problem. Because of the high coverage needed to assemble short sequences as well as the overhead of modeling the assembly problem as a graph problem, the methods for short sequence assembly are often validated using data from BACs or small sized prokaryotic genomes.
Background

Introduction
The development of high-throughput short sequencing technologies, such as the Illumina Solexa and Applied Biosystems Solid systems, has sparked renewed interest in sequence assembly. The promise of inexpensive short reads has opened the door to the possibilities of rese-quencing individuals and sequencing more organisms at lower cost.
An important problem in short sequence assembly is de novo genome reconstruction. For genomes with high repeat content, this task is already difficult with the much longer Sanger reads [1] . For accurate assembly of short sequences, many have proposed using more rigorous graph models rather than to the overlap-based greedy heuristics often utilized for Sanger reads. Graph models of particular interest include De Bruijn graphs and string graphs in either directed or bidirected forms.
As graph models of assembly are compute and memory intensive, and the coverage needed with short read technologies is large, it is difficult to validate the proposed methods on large eukaryotic genomes. Pevzner et al. [2] originally tested the EULER assembler using bacterial genomes. Myers [3] , Medvedev et al. [4] , and Hernadez et al. [5] also demonstrate their methods on prokaryotes. Zerbino et al. [6] , Warren et al. [7] and Dohm et al. [8] validated their methods using single BACs.
Butler et al. [9] computed an assembly of 39 million bases in 2 days using a database and a workstation with 64 gigabytes of RAM. They use a modified directed string graph model for assembly, and require clone pairs of three different lengths to achieve the result. Their paper, while presenting a sequential method, does demonstrate that the de novo assembly of long genomes using very short shotgun sequences is possible.
Sundquist et al. [10] propose the SHRAP hierarchical short sequence protocol and method for assembling hierarchical data in parallel. The hierarchical nature of their problem results in a natural decomposition into smaller problems that can be distributed, which is fundamentally different from the problem of assembling shotgun data in parallel, which we present here.
In this paper, we present a method for assembling the transcriptome of an organism from short reads derived from unnormalized expression libraries. We follow Myers' and Medvedev's lead [3, 11] and model the assembly problem as that of finding a tour of a bidirected string graph, which we consider a natural model. Importantly, we address the challenges of constructing and manipulating this graph using multiprocessor computers. In addition to speeding up the assembly process, the main benefit of using such machines is the large amount of memory available for the manipulation of the graph for large problems.
Our method is a fully distributed parallel method that can process high coverage data sets and quickly reconstruct the underlying sequences. First, we construct the distributed bidirected string graph. Once the graph has been constructed, we identify and compact chains within the graph, which correspond to unique long contigs. The final step of the algorithm is to process the graph in such a way that we can reduce the edges, and, correspondingly, increase the length of each edge, or the length of each contig in the assembly. In this manipulation, we make novel use of the variation in sequence coverage of the transcriptome naturally arising due to differential expression. Coverage has been used in assembly methods before, particularly in transforming the assembly problem to that of network flow [3] . However, instead of using uniform coverage as do these methods, our method leverages non uniform coverage.
We analyze the error in Solexa data and then use this analysis to generate synthetic data for the maize (Zea mays) transcriptome. We then use a parallel implementation of our method to assemble 40 billion bases in a few minutes on a 1024 node Blue Gene/L computer. We validate the method by aligning our assembled contigs back to the reference genome.
Model of parallel computation
To ensure practical applicability, we use the distributed memory model of parallel computation. Each processor has access to its local memory, and remote memory access is achieved through communication over an interconnection network. The run-time of an algorithm is characterized by the parallel computation time and communication time. We use the permutation network model, in which each processor can simultaneously send/ receive a message of m bytes provided no two source/destination processors have the same id. The communication complexity is then measured by the number of such communication rounds, and the total volume of parallel communication. The former accounts for the number of times the expensive latency cost is paid, while the latter accounts for the cost of network routing.
Let p denote the number of processors. We make use of the regular all-to-all communication primitive, in which each processor sends a distinct message of O( ) bytes to every other processor (i.e., one communication round with O( ) parallel communication volume). A many-tomany communication is similar, except that each processor sends and receives variable sized chunks of data. A bounded many-to-many communication can be made to behave as a regular all-to-all communication with total size r + s, where s is the total number of elements sent by any processor and r is the maximum number of elements received by any processor [12] .
When we refer to an element in an array sending a message to another element in an array, we implicitly mean that each processor will collect all such messages and send and receive them using a many-to-many communication before routing them to their final array destination. Parallel sorting is an important subroutine in our method, and the best algorithm for parallel sort on distributed memory machines that achieves a good final distribution of the sorted values is regular sample sort [13] . A regular sample sort uses a constant number of bounded many-tomany communications and O ( ) local computation for integer sort, and O ( ) local computation time for comparison sort.
A primary concern in the development of parallel algorithms is to demonstrate that the algorithm scales well as the number of processors increases. This allows one to handle larger problem sizes by using larger machines without compromising on time to solution. Perfect speedup is characterized as linear speedup with number of processors.
The bidirected graph model
In a bidirected graph G = {V,E}, each edge has two directions, one associated with each incident node. For each ordered pair of nodes (u,v) there are four possible connecting edges: uЈ-Јv, uЎ-Ўv, uЎ-Јv, and uЈ-Јv.
For each unordered pair of nodes {u, v} exactly two such tuples exist, one for each of the ordered pairs (u, v) and (v, u), respectively. Accordingly, we represent the bidirected graph as a distributed tuple list, two tuples per edge.
In this representation, sorting tuples by node labels will distribute edges such that all edges adjacent to a given node reside in the same processor. Alternatively, sorting tuples by a canonical representation (for example considering the smaller node ID followed by the larger node ID) will move both tuples corresponding to an edge to the same processor.
The sequence assembly problem is naturally modeled as a bidirected graph (See Fig. 1 ) [3, 11] . Consider each input sequence as a DNA molecule by taking both the sequence and its complementary strand. By convention, we label the lexicographically larger of the two strands as '+', and the lexicographically smaller of the two strands as '-'. We begin with a bidirected De Bruijn graph of the input sequences [11] and transform it into a bidirected string graph, which is an edge labeled graph upon which some traversal of the graph corresponds to the underlying genomic sequence [3] .
In the bidirected De Bruijn graph, each node u corresponds to a k-molecule present in some input sequence. We label its two strands by u + and u -. If two such molecules u and v contain a k -1 length overlap, they can do so in four possible ways, each of which directly corresponds to the types of edges in a bidirected graph.
• Case I: The (k -1)-length suffix of u + is a prefix of v + . This is denoted uЈ-Јv.
• Case II: The (k -1)-length suffix of uis a prefix of v -. This is denoted uЎ-Ўv.
• Case III: The (k -1)-length suffix of uis a prefix of v + . This is denoted uЎ-Јv.
• Case IV: The (k -1)-length suffix of u + is a prefix of v -. This is denoted uЈ-Ўv.
The bidirected De Bruijn graph can be easily converted into a bidirected string graph, with two character labels on each edge, c u and c v where c u corresponds to the next character on the DNA molecule when traveling away from u along the edge, and c v corresponds to the next character on the DNA molecule when traveling away from v along the edge. This data is added to the edge tuple, resulting in tuples of the form Conceptually, what it means to travel along an edge that "changes direction" is to align the positive strand in node u to the negative strand in node v. To travel along an edge that maintains its direction is to align the positive to positive. One advantage of this model is that a single tour of the graph is used to construct both strands of the double stranded DNA simultaneously. Another advantage is that the number of nodes in the graph is reduced by half when compared to a directed graph model.
Methods
Parallel graph construction
We are given m sequences of total length n, sampled from a genome of total length g, distributed among p processors such that there are bases per processor. We wish to construct a bidirected string graph with O(g) edges and nodes, distributed among processors such that each processor knows all edges adjacent to O ( ) nodes. For a detailed description and analysis of graph construction, as well as refinements to the basic algorithm presented here, see Jackson et al. [14] .
We represent each k-molecule in the input sequence as a base 4 number (in 2k bits) using its lexicographically larger stand. These representatives can then be sorted in parallel, with identical elements merged into one. Due to the 4-letter DNA alphabet, a k-molecule u could overlap with at most 8 k-molecules v. We construct the messages to be sent to hypothetical molecules v that could be attached to u, such that for all such molecules, either v will send a message to u or u will send a message to v.
The messages are constructed for each of the three ways in which u can overlap with v. We construct each message such that it can be sent to the representative of v (we target the hypothetical positive strand). For each message, we construct a tuple Όid, dest, type, char, where id is the node id of u, dest is the representative of v, type is the type of the message, which will inform the type of edge to draw in the graph, and char is the character to be associated with the edge when moving from u to v. Each hypothetical edge in the bidirected De Bruijn graph is thus represented by exactly one message.
For each message Όid, dest, type, char received by k-molecule v, we generate two tuples. The resulting tuple list is sorted and any duplicates are removed, resulting in a distributed tuple list representation of the graph. 
Dealing with error
Pevzner et al. [2] and Dohm et al. [8] deal with erroneous sequences by editing those that have suspicious k-mers.
The idea is that, given high coverage, errors will manifest themselves in the sequences as k-mers that occur only once. This is because as long as error is not systematic, the likelihood of seeing the same error twice at the same position is low. If a sequence containing a suspicious k-mer can be uniquely edited into a valid sequence, then the editing is done; if not, the sequence is discarded.
This approach, being a preprocessing step, can be used in conjunction with any assembly method to greatly reduce error in input sequences, and many recent works on assembly have advocated its use. We can use the same concept to identify error at a later stage in the method, by removing the offending k-mers from the bidirected De Bruijn graph.
Parallel identification of unique contigs
The bidirected graph generated in the previous section will likely have many long chains, each corresponding to sequences that can be unambiguously assembled into a single contig. These chains are then connected in a more interesting topology that must be further analyzed. Will will compact these chains (forming a single edge in the graph for each chain) using undirected list ranking.
Weighted undirected list ranking problem
For the undirected list ranking problem, we are given a set of weighted, undirected lists of total length n as an array of tuples 
For the undirected list ranking problem, we wish to compute the tuple [u] = ΌR 1 , E 1 , R 2 , E 2 . u.R 1 is the rank of u relative to u.E 1 , the list endpoint in the direction of u.A 1 .
List ranking transformation Conceptually, graph compaction involves replacing all chains in the graph with single edges, labeled by the concatenation of all edge labels along the chain. We will now show how to transform this problem to the problem of undirected list ranking. Consider edge tuples Όu, v, d u , d v , c u , c v augmented with two additional pieces of information id and adj. We will transform the graph compaction problem to the undirected list ranking problem using the following algorithm:
1. Sort all tuples with the smaller node id as the primary key and the larger node id as the secondary key. This results in both tuples for a given edge coming together in the sorted order.
2. If necessary, shift boundary tuples to guarantee that no edge is split between processors.
3. Give each pair of tuples a unique ID in the range 1 to |E|.
4. Sort all tuples with the first node id as the primary key and the second node id as the secondary key. This results in all tuples for a given node coming together in the sorted order.
5. If necessary, shift boundary tuples to guarantee that all tuples with the same first node id are on the same processor. The runtime of the transformation is dominated by a constant number of parallel sort operations.
Parallel list ranking
The undirected list ranking problem is a modification of the traditional list ranking problem, which has been extensively studied on parallel computers. The sparse ruling set algorithm achieves the best run time on large data sets with a large number of processors [15] , and we have accordingly designed a modified version of the sparse ruling set algorithm for undirected lists.
The sparse ruling set algorithm is a recursive algorithm on a weighted list (each edge is associated with a weight or distance). In the base case, the lists are gathered to one processor and solved using a serial list ranking algorithm, in linear time.
For the inductive case of the algorithm, we wish to achieve the following objectives. First, we wish to mark some subset of nodes which include all endpoints and some other nodes. Second, we wish to find the distance between each unmarked node and its two closest marked nodes. Finally, we wish to find the distance between adjacent marked nodes.
Once we have this information, we will set the adjacencies of each marked node to the nearest marked nodes in the list, and the weights as the distance to those marked nodes, and recursively solve the problem (see Fig. 2 ). After the recursion, we will know for all marked nodes. We can use the stored distance information from the unmarked nodes to the marked nodes to compute for all unmarked nodes.
We will now formally describe an in place recursive algorithm. The algorithm communicates messages with four components:
= Όt, s, m, r, where t is the target of the message, m is the id of the originating marked node, s is the source of the message, and r is the distance to the originating marked node.
For each node u we define u.i, an integer marking of the node. Let l identify the level of recursion. u.i and l will be used in conjunction to identify unmarked nodes and marked nodes for each recursion level, allowing for an in place algorithm. For each level l, u.i = l if and only if then u is an unmarked node. u.i = l + 1 if and only if u is a marked node. Initially u.i = 0 for all u. Initially l = 0. Let n l be the number of nodes with u.i = l. We execute the following recursive algorithm:
1. Mark nodes: For each node u that is unmarked (u.i = l), mark u (u.i ← l + 1) under the following conditions:
• u is an end point.
• with some probability ρ.
Construct messages:
For each node u that is a marked node, construct messages to be sent to the neighbors of u: Όu.A 1 , u, u, u.W 1 and Όu.A 2 , u, u, u.W 2 3. Propagate messages: While there exist some messages to send:
(a) Send and receive all messages. This is a many-to-many communication.
(b) For each message received with target t, we can get the origin of the message by comparing s with t.A 1 and t.A 2 . We will assume that s = t.A 1 ; the other case is handled similarly.
• If t is a marked node then set the new adjacencies and weights for the recursive problem: t.A 1 ← m and t.W 1 ← r.
• If t is an unmarked node then:
❍ Record the originating marked node and the distance to it: t.E 1 ← m and t.R 1 ← r. 
Recursion:
At this point, the recursive problem has been initialized. If n l+1 <T proceed with the base case. Otherwise recurse with l ← l + 1.
Recursive Result:
When the recursion is complete, all marked nodes will have [u] computed. w.E 1 or v.E 1 = w.E 2 . We will consider the first case, as the second case is handled similarly.
Compute
The base case of the algorithm requires gathering all remaining n' marked nodes to a single processor to be ranked. To do so, we must map the pointers in the original array of size n to the new array of size n'. We construct an additional array that maps from the domain of n' to the domain of n. Once this array is gathered to a single processor, an inverted mapping is created. This inverted mapping is used to map the adjacency pointers, which index into the global domain, to the smaller domain.
Run-time analysis
The number of rounds of message passing in Step 3 is given by the longest distance between two marked nodes. As each node is randomly marked, this distance is bounded by 3p ln(n l ) with high probability [16] . Therefore, the expected number of communication rounds is 
Compacted graph construction
After solving the list ranking transformation, we will set id and adj for tuples x and y as follows:
The id component of each edge tuple corresponds to the chain id, and the adj component of each edge tuple corresponds to the chain position. By sorting the tuples using these two fields as the primary key and the secondary key respectively, we can order all tuples according to their chain membership and position. If we shift boundary elements such that all elements with the same id are on the same processor, all tuples belonging to the same chain will be local to a processor. From these sorted tuples, we will construct our compacted graph representation.
First, we must store chains, each chain consisting of a sequence of bases. Each base in the chain is represented by a tuple Όb 1 , b 2 , id, pos, where b 1 ,b 2 ∈ {A, C,G,T}. This representation arises naturally from the tuples in the sorted order described above, and in fact the transformation to this representation only removes redundant and unnecessary information.
In addition to the chains, we also construct a distributed tuple list that models the compacted string graph. Each tuple is of the form Όu, v, d u , d v , cov, ch_id, ch_dir, with u the first endpoint, v the second endpoint, d u the direction of the arrowhead at u, d v the direction of the arrowhead at v, cov the average coverage on that edge, ch_id the identifier of the chain that labels this edge, and ch_dir = {for-ward, reverse} corresponding to which strand of the chain should be read when moving from u to v.
The tuples for the compacted graph can be easily constructed by scanning the original graph tuples in the sorted order described above. For every chain starting with tuple Όu, v, d u , d v , c u , c v , id, 0 and ending with tuple Όx, y, d x , d y , c x , c y , id, adj, we construct tuples Όu, y, d u , d y , cov, id, forward and Όy, u, d y , d u , cov, id, reverse. Assume that the coverage information for each can be calcualted as the average coverage of all positions along the chain.
Graph reduction
At this point of graph processing, much of the repeat structure of the genome will be hidden in the graph, and as a result the length of all chains will be less than g. We wish to perform a sequence of reductions that will simultaneously simplify the graph while expanding the length of all chains to approach the size of g. We do this by performing graph manipulations centered at some nodes.
Consider the set of tuples = {t 1 , t 2 , ... t k } all sharing the first node id u. These tuples correspond to edges incident to u in the graph. We can partition into two sets and , where t i ∈ if and only if t i .d u = Ў, while t j ∈ if and only if t j .d u = Ј. Thus, conceptually when traversing the graph, if we enter the node u along an edge that corresponds to a tuple in , we must exit the node in an edge that corresponds to a tuple in , and vice versa. This means that for each t i ∈ there are | | possible continuations, and for each t j ∈ there are | | possible continuations. Our goal is to reduce these possibilities.
First, we will choose some to remove from .
Next, for each t i ∈ , we define a subset . These are the nodes from that we wish to remain connected to t i . We then can define as the set of edges to remove from .
When we remove graph edges corresponding to and , we will replace them with the following edges. For each t i = Όu, v, d u , d 
chains for the deleted edges. We call this sequence of operations a graph reduction centered on node u.
The actual choice of and result from the following rules:
Rule 1: Y to V reduction
We show an example of this rule being applied in Fig. 3 .a. A Y-node is a node in which | | = 1 and | | > 1 (or vice versa). We will consider the case where | | = 1 and
For the Y to V transformation, we set and . Because the adjacency list for u is now empty, we consider u removed from the graph. In essence, this rule allows for repeated elements from the genome to be duplicated in the graph. With each such operation, we would expect the total length of all edge labels in the graph to approach the actual length of the genome, but still be bounded by said length.
Rule 2: Loop reduction
We show an example of this rule being applied in Fig. 3 There exists exactly one valid traversal of the graph at a loop node u: enter u, take the loop, and then exit u. As in the previous rule, we remove all edges adjacent to u, but this time we replace these adjacencies with a single edge. As shown in Fig. 3 .b, the resulting chain is the concatenation of three chains (labeled x, y, and z in the figure) .
These two rules were also described by Medvedev et al. [11] . Their iterative application to the graph results in a graph that Medvedev termed the conflict graph, consisting entirely of nodes that fall under two classes-either | | = 1 or | | > 1 and | | > 1.
Rule 3: Coverage matching
We show an example of this rule being applied in Fig. 3 .c. We will make use of the special nature of transcriptome data to match incoming tuples with outgoing tuples. Consider an incoming tuple t i and outgoing tuple t j . If |cov icov j | <T, where T is some threshold, then we term t i and t j compatible. If t i is only compatible with t j and t j is only compatible with t i , then we term them uniquely compatible. We now define to be that set of all tuples t i in that have a uniquely compatible tuple t j in and define = {t j }.
We have introduced this rule for the specific problem of transcriptome assembly. Through this rule we leverage the coverage information inherent in the graph to reduce the number of possible traversals of the graph.
Parallel graph reduction
We wish to perform the described graph reduction in parallel. In general, we will proceed in a series of iterations. In each iteration we will identify nodes that center reductions and carry out those reductions in parallel.
The first step is to find nodes that will center reductions. We can identify all nodes obeying one or more of our reduction rules in parallel because our rules require only
Graph reduction rules Figure 3 Graph reduction rules. The three graph reduction rules as described in the text: a) Y to V reduction b) loop reduction c) coverage matching. Each figure is labeled with a node identifier and chain identifier, and shows the structure of the graph before and after the reduction. It also shows how the underlying chains are concatenated for each type of reduction.
local adjacency information, which is available on a single processor if we sort tuples by the first node ID. However, we cannot concurrently carry out reductions on all of these nodes, because if nodes u and v both center reductions, and u and v are adjacent in the graph, the operations they wish to perform will be incompatible. This is because node u might want to remove itself from the graph, while node v might wish to make a new edge with u as an endpoint.
For this reason during each iteration we can only operate on an independent set of the nodes identified as centering valid reductions. An independent set of nodes is a set of nodes such that the induced graph has an empty edge set. Finding a maximum independent set is NP-hard [17] (it is equivalent to finding the maximum sized clique in the complement graph). A randomized parallel algorithm for fining a maximal independent exists [18] , but it uses O(log n) communication rounds. Instead, we describe a heuristic algorithm that chooses a large independent set of nodes assuming that the nodes have similar degree and the node identifiers are randomly permuted. When the following algorithm completes, black nodes mark an independent set.
1. Mark all nodes white.
2. For each node u identified as centering a reduction:
(a) Mark u black.
(b) Send messages to all nodes adjacent to u.
(c) For each black node v adjacent to u, if u.id > v.id, mark u white.
The second step is to carry out the reductions in parallel. For this we define a sufficient set of four operations. For each of the operations, the processor holding the reduction node sends messages to the processors holding the tuples and chains to be modified. Delete(u,v) : Deletes two tuples. (u, v, d u , d v , cov, ch_id, ch_dir) : Creates two tuples for the new edge. We will now describe the parallel algorithm for graph reduction.
1.
Insert
1. Find all reduction nodes in the graph.
2.
Find an independent set of such nodes using the heuristic described above.
3. For all nodes in the independent set, create messages for updating the graph, and distribute these messages using a many to many communication.
Process in parallel the graph manipulation messages.
This can be done using a single scan of the distributed tuple array.
Process in parallel the chain manipulation messages.
This can be done using two scans of distributed tuple array.
6. Re-sort the graph and chain tuples to maintain sorted order.
7. If some reduction in the graph has occurred, continue with Step 1. Because the time taken for Step 6 dominates the runtime and is independent of the number of chains being processed, we see benefit in trying to limit the number of iterations. Still, we use a heuristic rule to find an independent set of reduction nodes that works well in practice, and empirically we observe the number of iterations to be on the order of log(n). More importantly, the resulting program was able to process large inputs in a matter of seconds using this rule. Whether using the parallel randomized algorithm [18] to find a maximal independ- 
Run-time analysis
Writing the contigs
Once we have constructed the graph, compacted the chains, and finished graph reduction, we can output the contigs by traversing the final chains. The starting point for traversal will dictate which of the two strands of DNA will be written. From each chain in the graph, we can output a strand of DNA with (l + k -1) nucleotides, where l is the length of the chain (See Fig. 1 ). This is because the strand of DNA read when traversing one strand is offset (k-1) positions from the strand read from reading in the other direction. This means that after reading l nucleotides from the chain in the one direction as s, and reading (k -1) nucleotides in the opposite direction as e, the full sequence read can be written as se', where e' is the complementary strand of e.
Results and Discussion
Synthetic data
The Illumina sequencing machine currently reports 36 length reads with the ability to report 50 length reads currently in testing. We analyzed data from a single Illumina run from the Michael Smith Genome Sciences Center to produce a model for the generation of vast amounts of synthetic data. The Illumina quality file consists of a vector ΌQ A , Q C , Q G , Q T , where Q N is the quality score for calling the nucleotide N, calculated using the following formula, where p is the probability of the nucleotide being N:
The Q values are integers in the range [-40, 40] , with Q = -40 ↔ p = 0, Q = 0 ↔ p = .5 and Q = 40 ↔ p = 1. To measure the goodness of a base call, we look at the difference between the highest Q value and the second highest Q value. We want this difference to be significant to consider the call to be valid. For our analysis we chose to consider a difference greater than 10 between the maximum Q value and second highest Q value to be significant. This corresponds to an underlying probability difference of between .4 and .5.
To adequately generate synthetic data, we are interested in three questions about the Illumina sequence quality: 1) What is the probability that the base call is bad at a particular position (between 1 and 36)? 2) What is the probability that a base call is bad at a particular position, given no bad base calls in a previous position? 3) What is the probability that a base call is bad at a particular position, given some bad base call in a previous position?
As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the conditional probability that a base is bad if we have previously seen a bad base is high in Illumina data. Conversely, the probability that a base is bad given that all previous bases are good remains low across all positions. From this data, we can infer that once a bad base call is made, whatever condition caused this state remains in effect for the remainder of the base calls, causing the rest of the sequence to be unreliable. At the same time, the sequence before this switchover point is of high quality. For this reason, it seems reasonable to model properly trimmed Illumina sequences as nearly perfect sequences, and we do so by randomly selecting read lengths between 30 and 50.
We generated synthetic data from the genic regions of maize, predicted using FGENESH v.2.6 (using the mono- cots matrix) on the previously assembled maize genomic islands [1] . We used 61,428 gene structures to generate simulated high coverage transcriptome data. Each gene was sampled at a random coverage between 50× and 1000× using read lengths of 30 to 50 base pairs, resulting in a data set of 925 million reads and 40 billion bases. As discussed in the results section, we assume an adequate preprocessing of the sequences will remove nearly all errors.
Performance results
We completed performance scalability testing using p = 64 to p = 1024 and k = 30 on a 1024 node Blue Gene/L supercomputer. We timed each stage of the algorithm individually and present the results in Table 1 .
As can be seen in the table, stages that are not I/O bound achieved a respectable 6:63X speedup when increasing the number of processors from 64 to 512. The reduction in incremental performance towards higher values of p is a natural reflection of the problem size becoming smaller per processor. The poor I/O performance is due to the lack of a parallel I/O interconnect on the system tested. As the number of processors increases, the serial interconnect becomes saturated as more processors concurrently read from disk. Disregarding I/O, the assembly of 40 billion bases finished in about 40 seconds using 1024 nodes. Even including serial I/O, the assembly ran in a few minutes.
Validation and analysis
We analyzed the effect of varying k on the resulting compacted graph size and hence the quality of the resulting contigs, as shown in Table 2 . As we increase k, we see a significant reduction in the number of final contigs produced by our algorithm, from 338,000 for k = 20 to 114,000 for k = 30. While the relative difference in the number of unique k-mers does not change much while varying k, the absolute difference in the number of unique k-mers is similar to the absolute difference in the output size, which is significant.
For k = 30 there were approximately two contigs per reference gene. For validation, we used the BLAST tool to align the assembled contigs to the reference. We post-processed the BLAST results to verify that each contig fully aligned to some predicted gene in the reference. Our analysis showed that 92% of the contigs correctly aligned back to the reference. The remaining contigs are mostly the result of over-collapsing edges during graph manipulation. Improving this result is an area of ongoing research.
We also measured how well contigs of length 500 or greater covered the reference sequence. This measure is similar to the n50 measure usually used for assessing the quality of a genome assembly, however in our case only a subset of the reference genes will have lengths greater than n. We found that approximately 38% of the applicable reference was covered by contigs with length greater than 500. The maximum length contig was 4017. The maximum length contig in the reference was 5704.
Conclusion
We presented a parallel method for the assembly of unpaired short reads, using a distributed bidirected string graph. In doing so, we address the challenge of effectively manipulating large distributed graphs on parallel computers. We also present a method for making use of variable coverage to resolve conflicts that arise due to repeats. We produce a de novo assembly of the Zea mays transcriptome, using synthetically generated sequences derived from it. Our method is very fast, producing an assembly of 925 million reads (40 billion nucleotides) in a few minutes. Our final assembly consists of an average of two contigs per predicted gene for this complex plant genome.
De novo assembly of a genome using short reads will almost certainly require the integration of clone pairs into the proposed method. We are currently working on developing a parallel method for de novo genome assembly incorporating clone pair information.
